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Emerging Markets are
riding a new growth wave
Emerging markets have experienced explosive growth over the past ten years
About two-thirds of the economic growth in the world over the next five years is expected to come from emerging markets.
Why? Well, for one between 2019 and 2050 the population of working age people is expected grow in EM, but decline in
developed markets.1 This means EM countries will contribute more than 100% of that growth, redefining the global
consumer base. With attractive valuations and solid fundamentals, we believe that now is a good time to invest in emerging
markets equities for the long term. EM equities are a rapidly growing sector with a robust structural growth story and
inexpensive valuations compared to historical averages and vs. developed markets. Here are 10 transformations that have
changed the face of emerging markets and created investment opportunities over the last 10 years.

IT, consumer, and financial sectors became dominant
EM is no longer a commodities and resources story
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EM citizens shifted online
Creating a user base 5x the size of the population of the US

EM saw an increase in working age people
As developed markets aged, working age populations in
EM massively expanded
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EM’s middle class has grown
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The shift to cashless societies g
 ot
underway in EM
Cashless payments in Emerging A
 sia –
driven by China and India –
are growing rapidly

EM urbanized. Rapidly.
In EM, people moved to cities –
mostly in Asia
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EM became less dependent on
exports to developed markets
EM countries trade more with each
other than with developed markets

EM consumers upped their spending on premium brands
BMW and Mercedes-Benz saw increased sales in China
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EM manufacturers automated and moved up the value chain
China took the lead
451

Source: Capgemini: World Payments Report, 2018
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For more information, please visit our UBS Asset Management Americas web page at https://www.ubs.com/am-us.
The views and opinions expressed are those of UBS Asset Management (Americas) Inc. as of May 2019. They are not guarantees of performance or investment results and should not be taken as investment advice. Investment decisions reflect a variety of factors, and we reserve the right to change our views
about individual securities, sectors and markets at any time. We cannot provide any assurance that we will be able to achieve our return target. As a result,
the views expressed should not be relied upon as a forecast of any portfolio’s future investment intent. All information and opinions are subject to change
without notice. We encourage you to consult your financial advisor regarding your personal investment program.
Index definitions:
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index (net) is a market capitalization-weighted index composed of different emerging market countries in Europe, Latin America, and the Pacific Basin.
Foreign investing and emerging markets risks.
Investing internationally presents certain risks not associated with investing solely in the US such as currency fluctuation, political and economic change, social unrest, changes in
government relations, differences in accounting and available legal remedies, and the lesser degree of accurate public information available. A decline in the value of foreign
currencies relative to the US dollar will reduce the value of securities denominated in those currencies. Also, foreign securities are sometimes less liquid and harder to sell and to
determine the value of than securities of US issuers. Each of these risks is more severe for securities of issuers in emerging markets countries.
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